THIRD COAST WEEK 2019!

WEDNESDAY

___Art Center College of Design Pasadena, CA - near LA www.artcenter.edu
Design is major focus of program; Fine Arts available; no dorms; average age of incoming students is 22; no foundation year; students apply directly to one of ten undergraduate degrees; guidelines in catalogue or online for specialized portfolio with original work.
with heavy emphasis on hand skills drawing abilities; Illustration portfolio requires strong evidence of figure drawing skills and narrative work.

ART DIRECTION COMPUTER GRAPHICS FILM / VIDEO PACKAGE DESIGN
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PAINTING DRAWING PHOTOGRAPHY
AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN ILLUSTRATION INDUSTRIAL DESIGN GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN

Summer-Pre-College Program

___California College of the Arts (CCA) Oakland -undergrad; San Francisco-graduate www.cca.edu
General Fine Arts Curriculum (very accommodating). Good size, larger than most art schools. Good scholarships offered. No Foundations required. Dorms, very supportive environment. San Francisco Campus - For upper class painting only. 5% of students are International. Special Needs friendly, special needs dorms. Extensive Fine Arts and Design curriculum. (CCA,CHI,KC,PRATT, MICA) Great alumni network.

ARCHITECTURE CERAMICS COMPUTER GRAPHICS SCULPTURE
DRAWING FASHION DESIGN FIBERS/TEXTILES PRINTMAKING
VIDEO JEWELRY METALS GRAPHIC DESIGN ANIMATION FILM
ILLUSTRATION INDUSTRIAL DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN PHOTOGRAPHY
GLASS PAINTING

Summer-Pre-College Program
Special Notes & Extras: INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE, FILM/VIDEO/PERFORMANCE, JEWELRY/METAL ARTS, WOODWORKING/FURNITURE DESIGN

___Glassell School of Art of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
http://www.mfah.org/visit/glassell-studio-school/
Has a Certificate Program for community members and students who are not interested in earning an Academic Degree. It also offers a Core Program which is designed as post-graduate study. BFA through the University of St. Thomas.

ART HISTORY CERAMICS PAINTING PRINTMAKING
SCULPTURE WATERCOLOR JEWELRY PHOTOGRAPHY METALS

Summer-Pre-College Program

___Houston Community College, Central Campus Houston, TX http://www.hccs.edu
Currently working with University of Houston as a partner, possibility to transfer into UH

___Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) Baltimore, MD www.mica.edu
General Fine Arts, strong painting. Strong individualized Foundations program. Nurturing environment. Dorms across from campus, with apartments for 4 people, guaranteed housing for freshman. 30 minutes from Washington, DC. Good scholarships available for academic and portfolio. 1800 undergrad, 200 grad students. Extensive Fine Arts and Design curriculum. (CCA,CHI,KC,PRATT, MICA) Strong liberal Arts program with ability to take classes at 14 other colleges, including Johns Hopkins. Pre-College programs in Baltimore and Tuscany.

ART EDUCATION ART HISTORY CERAMICS VIDEO&FILM ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
ANIMATION PHOTOGRAPHY PRINTMAKING DRAWING INTERIOR/Architectural DESIGN
FIBERS GRAPHIC DESIGN ILLUSTRATION SCULPTURE METALS PAINTING GENERAL FINE ARTS

Summer-Pre-College Program

___Milwaukee Institute Of Art and Design Milwaukee, WI www.miad.edu
Dorms, user-friendly city, and enormous facility. Scholarships of $8–18,000 per year for four years towards annual tuition of $25,000. Every student sophomore and up gets their own studio space or darkroom. Design and Fine Arts (design is strength, especially Product Design). On Lake Michigan / close to Chicago/ cold in winter. Extensive printmaking facility. 670 students, all undergrads. Minors offered in Art History and Writing. Business and Marketing minors offered through nearby Marquette University.

DRAWING GRAPHIC DESIGN ILLUSTRATION INTEGRATED STUDIO ARTS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE PAINTING TIME-BASED MEDIA
PHOTOGRAPHY PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE (VIDEO/ANIMATION)

Special Notes & Extras: ADVERTISING, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN: TOYS & PRODUCTS

Summer-Pre-College Program

___Montserrat College of Art Beverly, MA http://www.montserrat.edu
Opened in the 60’s as an alternative to established art schools. Offers intensive training in Studio Art.

ART HISTORY VIDEO ANIMATION PHOTOGRAPHY
PRINTMAKING DRAWING GRAPHIC DESIGN ILLUSTRATION
SCULPTURE PAINTING BOOK ARTS CREATIVE WRITING

Summer-Pre-College Program
Texas Southern University Houston, TX http://www.tsu.edu

"Building on its legacy as a historically black institution…provides academic and research programs that address critical urban issues and prepare an ethnically
diverse student population….”
STUDIO ART (BA)
Summer-Pre-College Program

University of Michigan Stamps School of Art and Design Ann Arbor, MI www.umich.edu
Offers an INTERART’s Performance Degree, combining theater and art. Has BFA, BA. Offers summer program “BFA Prep”. About 500 undergrad Art & Design and 40 graduate students.
WIDE RANGE OF VISUAL ARTS OFFERINGS.
Summer-Pre-College Program: RESERVES SCHOLARSHIPS FOR HSPVA STUDENTS
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THURSDAY

Boston University School of Visual Arts

Cleveland Institute of Art Cleveland, OH www.cia.edu
5 year program. Learning Environments are sort of clusters. There are other classes, but classifications seem unusual. Freshmen have dorms.

Columbus College of Art & Design, Columbus, Ohio www.ccad.edu
1300 BFA students, located in downtown Columbus.
ADVERTISING GRAPHIC DESIGN ANIMATION FASHION DESIGN FINE ARTS
ILLUSTRATION INDUSTRIAL DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN MEDIA STUDIES PHOTOGRAPHY

Cornish College Seattle, WA www.cornish.edu
Freshmen are required to live in dorms which are former hotels (large rooms with private baths and showers). Dedicated to all the Visual and Performing Arts, including Fine Art, Design, Dance (Ballet/Modern), Music (Jazz/Classical), Theater and Performance Production (Tech). SAT or ACT not required. All accepted students receive some form of merit based scholarship.

Drexel University, Westphal College of Media Arts & Design Philadelphia, Pennsylvania http://drexel.edu/westphal/
DESIGN & APPLIED ARTS INTERIOR DESIGN PRODUCT DESIGN MECHANDISING GAME DESIGN FASHION
Students are also required to complete a co-op experience and can gain experience locally or in Hollywood, New York or even abroad to Ireland, Iceland, Prague or Crete.

“FIDM is a specialized, private college dedicated to educating students for the Fashion, Graphics, Interior Design, and Entertainment Industries.” 7500 students on the 4 sites.
ADVANCED FASHION DESIGN APPAREL INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT BEAUTY INDUSTRY MERCHANDISING & MARKETING BUSINESS MANAGEMENT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SET DESIGN & DECORATION
GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN/SPECIALTIES INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT JEWELRY DESIGN MERCHANDISE MARKETING MERCHANDISE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
TEXTILE DESIGN THEATRE COSTUME DESIGN VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
Summer-Pre-College Program

Kansas City Art Institute (KCAI) Kansas City, MO www.kcai.edu
Have own 18 acre campus. Small, private school with 700 students. Dorms/residential area, encouraging art scene, across from 2 museums. Model foundation program, only undergraduate programs offered. Professors teaching all classes, no grad student teachers. Merit awards based on credentials, up to more than half tuition, avg. general award is $13,500. Competitive awards for up to full tuition. Good scholarships - 95% of students. Nurturing environment. Class size 6-13. Extensive Fine Arts and Design curric. (CCA,CHI,CK,PRATT, MICA)
ART HISTORY CERAMICS PAINTING PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE FIBERS/TEXTILES DIGITAL FILMMAKING PHOTOGRAPHY GRAPHIC DESIGN
Special Notes & Extras: CREATIVE WRITING
Summer-Pre-College Program

Kendall College Grand Rapids, Mi. (Part of Ferris State University) www.kcad.edu
ART EDUCATION DIGITAL MEDIA DRAWING w/ PRINTMAKING FOCUS GRAPHIC DESIGN
---Laguna College of Art & Design  Laguna Beach, CA  www.lagunacollege.edu
Traditional figurative focus in 2-D & 3-D. No dorms. 370 students BFA, 35 students MFA. Average class size 10-15 students. 1 mile from the beach. Internships with major companies in So. Cal. Foundation year with emphasis on learning how to “organize space through direct observation.” Tuition is $21,600 per year. Merit based scholarships based on transcripts, test scores and portfolio. Portfolio should include recent best work, with half of 12-15 works from observation. ANIMATION  DRAWING AND PAINTING  GAME ART  GRAPHIC DESIGN ANIMATION (FEATURE)  ILLUSTRATION (HYBRID MAJOR)  MINOR IN SCULPTURE
Summer-Pre-College Program

---Minneapolis College of Art and Design  (MCAD)  Minneapolis, Minnesota  www.mcad.edu
City is very supportive of the Arts. Walker Museum is great. Ice Festival. Dorms are apartments and students have private studios with 24 hour access. Study abroad programs. Top 10 in Graphic Design program. Total of 800 students with strong community environment and nice campus setting. Strong liberal arts focus.
COMPUTER GRAPHICS  DRAWING  FILM  VIDEO  BOOK MAKING
GRAPHIC DESIGN  ILLUSTRATION  PAINTING  ADVERTISING  PAPER MAKING
PHOTOGRAPHY  PRINTMAKING  SCULPTURE  ANIMATION  VISUALIZATION  (BUSINESS)
Special Notes & Extras:  COMIC ART,  INTERACTIVE  MULTIMEDIA & VISUALIZATION,  FURNITURE DESIGN
Summer-Pre-College Program

---Munson-Williams Proctor Arts Institute  Utica, NY  (about 4 hours from NYC)  http://www.mwpai.edu/
A two year program in Fine Arts and Design, Fashion / Architecture designed to transition students from high school to Pratt NYC. After completing the 2 years students matriculate directly to the NYC campus. It is less expensive than the NYC campus tuition and if you complete the 2 year program the tuition at the NYC campus will be discounted to the MWP tuition. Have their own campus. Dorms. Grades and test scores are important. Extensive Fine Arts and Design curr. (CCA,CHI,KC,PRATT, MICA).
FINE ARTS  COMMUNICATIONS  DESIGN  PHOTOGRAPHY  ART & DESIGN EDUCATION
Summer-Pre-College Program

---Parsons, The New School for Design  New York, NY  www.parsons.edu
Associated with the New School University (strong academics). Music program. Dorms and off-campus living in Manhattan, Greenwich Village. #1 in Fashion Design, very competitive business world atmosphere. Financial aid, scholarships and work study. Need to have a mix of  Figure/Life Drawing (observation) work and conceptual work in portfolio. Digital Major (includes Digital Foundations, Design & Technology). Many opportunities for study abroad in Vancouver, Spain, Brazil, Jerusalem and London. Diverse student population. Classes in English, associated with American U. of Paris, located in central Paris just south of Eiffel Tower. Average 15 students per class. Very strong Textiles program.
COMMUNICATION DESIGN  ILLUSTRATION  FASHION DESIGN  SCULPTURE  DESIGN MGMT.  PHOTOGRAPHY  CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS  SUMMER PROGRAMS
Summer-Pre-College Program

---University of Texas at Austin  Austin, TX  www.finearts.utexas.edu
Full university experience. Dorms. Admission by portfolio. Majors/degrees are not offered in any specific media.
DRAWING  PAINTING  PRINTMAKING  SCULPTURE  CERAMICS  METALS
TRANSMEDIA (CROSS-CURRICULAR)  DESIGN  PHOTOGRAPHY
Special Notes & Extras: There is also UT, San Antonio. Has a smaller campus with great course offerings in visual arts. Ability to transfer to UT Austin
School of the Museum of Fine Arts  Boston, MA  www.smfa.edu
School is a department of the museum and it houses the second largest art collection in the country. No foundation year, no majors and all students have access to all classes offered. Affiliated with Northeastern and Tufts University, BFA granted through Tufts. Tufts has a 5 year program where you can get 2 degrees (must apply to Tufts). Tufts is not real close to Museum School, must take transportation to campus (shuttle provided several times a day). SMFA is member of a consortium of schools; students can cross register at Mass Art, Berklee College of Music, Boston Conservatory, Emerson College and Boston Center for Architecture. NOTED AS ONE OF THE MORE CONCEPTUALLY ORIENTED PROGRAMS. For portfolio reviews, be prepared and ready to talk; the reps sometimes like to challenge your thinking. No grades, earn credits. “Offer classes, don’t REQUIRE”. Review committee (2 faculty and 2 students) awards credit. Dorms for freshmen and great scholarship opportunities. Interdisciplinary summer pre-college program.
ART EDUCATION CERAMICS METALS JEWELRY TEXT & IMAGE ART ILLUSTRATION FILM VIDEO PAINTING PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE GLASS PHOTOGRAPHY DRAWING Special Notes & Extras: ANIMATION, PERFORMANCE ART, MIXED MEDIA. GRADING BY COMMITTEE.
Summer-Pre-College Program

Texas Tech University  Lubbock, TX  http://www.depts.ttu.edu/
Full university program, which offers the ability to study studio arts in conjunction with studies in the sciences and or humanities. Opportunity to in Florence, Italy. Offers BA and BFA.

Watkins College of Art, Design and Film  Nashville, TN  www.watkins.edu
FINE ARTS (BA & BFA) GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN PHOTOGRAPHY FILM
Summer-Pre-College Program
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California Institute of the Arts  (Cal Arts) Valencia, CA - near L.A.  www.calarts.edu
Originally funded by Disney and still affiliated. Has Performing and Visual Arts. 1st year you share a studio with someone, after that you get your own studio. Dorms. Scholarships for freshman students (modest & based on financial need, not merit based), but more $ is often available later. Has strong design and animation and is noted as one of the more conceptually oriented programs.
COMPUTER GRAPHICS DRAwing FILM PRINTMAKING VIDEO GRAPHIC DESIGN PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHY SCULPTURE Special Notes & Extras: ANIMATION, COSTUME DESIGN, INTERMEDIA, LIGHTING DESIGN, SCENIC DESIGN.
Summer-Pre-College Program

College for Creative Studies  Detroit, MI  www.collegeforcreativestudies.edu
Located in residential area. Dorms, in converted 1920’s apartments, are on campus and house 450 students. All buildings are connected underground. Campus is small cluster – all very close. New MFA in Transportation Design. Also, Product Design, Commercial, Bookmaking. Fine Arts, but focus is DESIGN. Reasonable tuition $28,000, with housing $33,600 and scholarships available, some may be full rides this year. AOE award. This last year, gave out 15 awards of $80,000 for all four years.
ART DIRECTION CERAMICS – Craft FIBERS/TEXTILES – Craft PHOTOGRAPHY PAINTING GLASS – Craft GRAPHIC DESIGN ILLUSTRATION PRINTMAKING PRODUCT DESIGN METALS INDUSTRIAL DESIGN INTERIOR DESIGN JEWELRY – Glass SCULPTURE TRANSPORTATION DESIGN (Automotive) DESIGN (One of 2 in the US - see also Art Center)
Summer-Pre-College Program

Cooper Union  New York, NY  www.cooper.edu
Fine Arts, not design. Application includes a “Home Test,” which is a substantial part of application’s weight, but grades and SATs are important. Only 65 applicants out of 3000 are accepted. They tend to take a lot of New Yorkers. Dorm, New York (Manhattan) is expensive. Fairly structured curriculum, with foundation year. Then, students are free to study within the various departments at their own discretion. Areas of concentration, but not majors as Cooper Union offers a generalist, interdisciplinary program.
DRAwING FILM GRAPHIC DESIGN VIDEO PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHY PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE
Special Notes & Extras:
Summer-Pre-College Program

Maine College of Art  Portland, ME  www.meca.edu
Beautiful and quaint campus, about 2-3 blocks from the harbor. Very small school, personalized care.

ART EDUCATION ART HISTORY CERAMICS METALS
COMPUTER GRAPHICS DRAWING GRAPHIC DESIGN VIDEO
ILLUSTRATION PHOTOGRAPHY PRINTMAKING JEWELRY
PAINTING SCULPTURE
Summer-Pre-College Program

____Massachusetts College of Art and Design

____New York University New York, NY www.nyu.edu
The interdisciplinary curriculum includes painting, drawing, sculpture and installation, photography, video, digital art, performance, metals, ceramics, design and praxis courses.

____San Francisco Art Institute San Francisco, CA www.sfai.edu

ART EDUCATION ART HISTORY CERAMICS DESIGN DRAWING ILLUSTRATION VIDEO
COMPUTER GRAPHICS FILM SCULPTURE TECHNOLOGY PHOTOGRAPHY PRINTMAKING PAINTING
Special Notes & Extras: DIGITAL MEDIA, CERAMIC SCULPTURE, NEW GENRES, PERFORMANCE ART, NOTED AS ONE OF THE MORE CONCEPTUALLY ORIENTED PROGRAMS
Summer-Pre-College Program

____School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) Chicago, IL www.saic.edu
Good general fine arts with departments, but no real majors, encourages interdisciplinary. Associated with (school actually owns) the museum. Opportunities and resources: 2 museums access for primary study. Dorms are close and excellent. Good scholarships available. Extensive Fine Arts and Design curriculum. (CCA,CHI, KC,PRATT, MICA). Also, BFA in Art History (studio based), Writing. Art Education, Visual and Creative Studies. 2,300 Undergrad students, 631 Grad.

CERAMICS PHOTOGRAPHY FILM/VIDEO/NEW MEDIA SOUND
DRAWING FASHION DESIGN FIBERS/MATERIAL STUDIES PRINTMAKING
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN METALS PAINTING SCULPTURE
ARCHITECTURE/INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGNED OBJECTS

Special Notes & Extras: ART & TECHNOLOGY, PERFORMANCE, SOUND ART, ROBOTICS, VIRTUAL REALITY (have artists and engineers as teachers), great VIDEO LIBRARY. Film Center shows 1st run films. Glass blowing (off campus), strong writing program & offers Masters in Creative Writing.

Summer-Pre-College Program

____Southwest School of Art San Antonio, TX www.swschool.org
Texas' school of art. NOW OFFERS A BFA.

ART HISTORY FILM/VIDEO DESIGN DRAWING
METALS PAINTING PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE
PHOTOGRAPHY INTEGRATED MEDIA
Summer-Pre-College Program

____Syracuse University Syracuse, NY http://www.syr.edu/
Full university program, which offers the ability to study studio arts in conjunction with studies in the sciences and or humanities. Many opportunities to study abroad.

ART HISTORY ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY CREATIVE WRITING FILM/VIDEO
DESIGN DRAWING TIME ARTS ADVERTISING
TV PRODUCTION ART EDUCATION METALS PAINTING
TEXTILES CERAMICS ANIMATION GAMING
PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Summer-Pre-College Program: RESERVES SCHOLARSHIPS FOR HSPVA STUDENTS

Summer-Pre-College Program

____University of Houston Houston, TX http://www.uh.edu

FINE ARTS GRAPHIC DESIGN PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHY/DIGITAL MEDIA
SCULPTURE ART HISTORY ARCHITECTURE CREATIVE WRITING

____Washington University St. Louis, MO www.samfoxxschool.wustl.edu
Sam Fox School of Design and Visual Arts is an art college within the full university setting, where students take around 90 hours of art (typically in a university you take 45 or so). 360 students in College of Art, 6,000 at Wash U. Access to academics and extra-curricular. Dorms on campus. Need good SAT (1400+) and GPA. Some good scholarships for merit, submit portfolio to apply. Flexible major, 60% double major. Summer program is 5 weeks for college credit.

ARCHITECTURE ART HISTORY CERAMICS SCULPTURE
ART HISTORY VISUAL STUDIES (LEADING TOWARD TEACHER CERTIFICATION)
COMMUNICATION DESIGN STUDIO ART PHOTOGRAPHY

__Virginia Commonwealth University__

Check ON  __Lyme Academy College of Art__ Lyme, CT  __www.lymeacademy.edu__
Very small, close knit community, rural setting on the Connecticut coast. Close to NY, Boston and New Haven. Strong liberal arts curriculum with Anatomy as a core course. Each senior receives their own studio. European style housing – many students reach beach houses together or board from member of community. Wonderful printmaking facilities, although minor only. Small class sizes, financial aid, scholarships available.
ILLUSTRATION PAINTING DRAWING SCULPTURE
MINOR: Art History

NOT COMING __State University of New York at Purchase__ Purchase, NY  __www.purchase.edu__
Just north of New York City. Quiet, pastoral campus surrounded by greenbelt. Relatively inexpensive and scholarships available. Known for Theater design/tech/costume. Trying to build Visual Arts program. Huge space. 18,000 sq. ft. Art Dept with 400 students.
GRAPHIC DESIGN PAINTING & DRAWING PRINTMAKING PHOTOGRAPHY SCULPTURE THEATER DESIGN/TECH COSTUME DESIGN

__Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts__ Philadelphia, PA  __www.pafa.edu__
2 different BFA programs – Academy BFA (studio and liberal arts classes at PAFA) and Coordinated BFA with UPENN (studio classes at PAFA, academics at UPENN leading to BFA from PENN). All students receive a private studio for 1 or 2 years. Dorms located at UPENN but most students live in the city. Rigorous foundations program, heavily observation and figuratively based.
Scholarships based exclusively on portfolio (12 – 15 pieces) and range from $2,000 to full tuition. Located in center city Phila with 220 undergrads, all fine arts majors.
PAINTING DRAWING PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE
Special Notes & Extras: GENERAL FINE ARTS

__Ringling School of Art & Design__ Sarasota, FL  __www.ringling.edu__
ADVERTISING DESIGN BUSINESS OF ART & DESIGN COMPUTER ANIMATION DIGITAL FILMMAKING
FINE ARTS GAME ART & DESIGN GRAPHIC DESIGN ILLUSTRATION
INTERIOR DESIGN MOTION DESIGN PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHY & DIGITAL IMAGING
PRINTMAKING SCULPTURE
Special Notes & Extras: BUSINESS OF ART & DESIGN (very influenced by Daniel Pink!)

__Oregon College of Art and Craft__ Portland, Oregon  __http://www.ocac.edu__
BOOK ARTS CERAMICS DRAWING & PAINTING FIBERS
FOUNDATIONS GENERAL STUDIES METALS PHOTOGRAPHY WOODS

__Southern Methodist University__ Dallas, TX  __www.smu.edu__
Liberal Arts Program. Offers a BA and a BFA as well as a BFA/MIT.
ART HISTORY JOURNALISM FILM/VIDEO ADVERTISING
Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design Denver, CO
Good sculpture program. FINE ARTS MAJOR – takes all classes. No welding YET. Has ART ED

Memphis College of Art Memphis, TN www.mca.edu
Campus in the middle of a city park, Overton Park, also home to Zoo and Museum. Beautiful area and music mecca. Dorms are across the street, all apartment style with kitchens and bathrooms, priced $4-6,000 per year. Tuition and fees $22,600 per year. 4 Majors: Fine Design Arts, Animation and Merged Media. Scholarships are merit based on review of GPA, SAT or ACT and portfolio, from $3,500 - $15,000. One full tuition scholarship awarded each year, deadline March 31 for this scholarship only. About 400 students total. Many travel opportunities, including New York, Italy, semester at another ACAAD art school, spring break and summer trips.

ART DIRECTION CERAMICS COMPUTER GRAPHICS PAINTING SCULPTURE
JEWELRY DRAWING FIBERS/TEXTILES GRAPHIC DESIGN PRINTMAKING
METALS PHOTOGRAPHY
Special Notes & Extras: PAPER MAKING, BOOK ARTS
Summer-Pre-College Program